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Overview



Peeking behind the curtain:

Staff Interface

Indexing/Searching

Database

Public Interface

OAI-PMH Interface

JSONModel data format

https://archivesspace.github.io/tech-docs/architecture/



The Config File

● Controls core application settings and features

○ Plug-ins

○ Primary navigation bar

○ Print, request, and citation buttons

○ Email settings

○ Directory for branding assets

○ Number of search results displayed

○ Badges for resource types



Local Plug-in architecture

Only touch the files necessary for your changes.

Separates your changes from core code so that they are easier to maintain and 

don’t get overwritten with version updates.

No risk of breaking core functions.



Create plugins/local directory structure:

public

  assets .............. static assets (such as images, javascript) in the public     

interface

  locales ............. locale translations for the public interface

   views ............... templates for the public interface

https://archivesspace.github.io/tech-docs/customization/plugins.html



Local plug-in copies overwrite the default files

Encapsulated Ruby files that generate html 5 for display (.erb)

CSS 3 rules that style the resulting html (.css)

Image files (logos, favicon, etc.)

Localization file to modify labels and repeated text. (.yml)

plugin_init.rb files to modify the order of underlying arrays without changing core 

code



A Closer Look



CSS changes

Simple but powerful way to change the look of ArchivesSpace.

Style the HTML 5 created by the application to display pages.

Changes to fonts, text styles, spacing and margins, colors, button and link 

appearance.



Encapsulated Ruby (.erb) files

These bring in dynamic content from the database and format it for display in PUI.

Allow you to change the HTML created by the application-- modify headers, 
footers, and page text.

Add Google Analytics to your site.

May add additional  id and class selectors to html code for further css styling.



Changing text with localization

Localization separates text and labeling from function. 

Allows you to make different language versions of an application or web site.

Allows you to globally update labels for a site or application.



Ta Da!



Header and navigation bar



The front page



The front page



The footer



Resource page



Resource page



More information:

ArchivesSpace homepage

https://archivesspace.org/

ArchivesSpace Tech Docs on GitHub

https://github.com/archivesspace/tech-docs

Theming ArchivesSpace

https://archivesspace.github.io/tech-docs/customization/theming.html

DLG ArchivesSpace Hosting information

https://sites.google.com/view/dlg-docs/resources/programs-and-projects/archives

space-hosting-pilot

https://archivesspace.org/
https://github.com/archivesspace/tech-docs
https://archivesspace.github.io/tech-docs/customization/theming.html
https://sites.google.com/view/dlg-docs/resources/programs-and-projects/archivesspace-hosting-pilot
https://sites.google.com/view/dlg-docs/resources/programs-and-projects/archivesspace-hosting-pilot


Thank you!


